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Students battle for breast
cancer research in annual
beach volleyball tournament

'i

Broken water main shuts
down Johnson Avenue
Mustang Daily Staff Report
m ustan
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A water main break deprived the
French Hospital Medical (Center and
nearby residents ol water Fuesday. It
closed Johnson Avenue from l izzie to
Fdla streets, but one lane was planned
to open the morning of June 2.
Ihe 16-inch main blew around
10:20 p.m. Monday, city utility of
ficials said. Ihe break was repaired
early yesterday alternwFn; city work
ers are now pressurizing the new pifx*
and testing the water quality.
Despite losing WMter, French Hos
pital Medicd ('enter remained lully
operational c*vcn though elective sur

geries were postponed yesterday, ac
cording to several news sources.
As ol 2:56 p.m., water was restored
but residents ntay experience reduced
water pressure lor the next 24 hours,
according to the San Luis Obispt) Util
ities Department website. City officials
said other areas of San Luis Obispo,
including Lank Farm, Orcutt and Sinsheimer, reported low water pressure.
Drivers were expected to have
one-lane access on John.son Avenue
at approximately 1 a.m. this morning,
although ro.id work may last through
the week, according to the website. A
map of the affected area can be found
at http://www.skKity.org/utilities/index.asp.
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Engineering students
showcase plans for
SLO-Morro Bay bike path
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(L»l Phly students and local residents competed in the third annual Battle for Boobs beach volleyball tournament Saturday and
Sunday. Hosted by the
Pbly Beach Volleyball C'lub, all of the proceeds benefit the Breast Chancer Research foundation.
Alexandria Scott
A l t X A N D R lA M O I ’ I .MlK<»'<iMAIL.(:t)M

('.al Poly Ik-ach VollcyKill C'lub hosted
the third annual Battle lor IVkfBs be.ich
volleyball tournament at Pismo Beach
on Saturday and Sunday.

C'al Poly students and Pismo Beach members paid $15 to play and othlocals played in advanced men’s and ers paid $20; players who participatwomen’s doubles on Saturday and ed Saturday receivcxl a $5 discount
mixed lours on Sund.ty to raise money il they playc*d again on Sunday. All
lor the Breast (Luicer Research Poun- participant lees were donated to
dation.
the loundation and money was also
C^l Poly Beach Vollc'S’ball (dub
see Tournament, page 2

Students from ('al Poly’s Sustain
able Mobility civil engineering
class presented proposals for a new
bike path from (.al Poly through
('uesta (k)llege and ('horro Val
ley to Morro Bay.
Ihe public graded each of the
four groups’ proposals at an ex
hibition at the San Luis Obispo
County Library on Friday.

('ivil engineering professor Faigene Jud put the project in motion
last year. He said his class is very
enthusiastic about creating new
ways of alternative transportation
in San Luis Obispo.
“We really want to emphasize
the importance of using transpor
tation other than cars, and this is a
way for the students to get real ex
perience in civil engineering proj
ects,” jud said.
see Bike path, page J

Obama launches criminal investigation of oil spill
Erika
C lark

B olstad

and

Lesley

M C C I - A T C t lY N t W S P A P F R S

NKW ORLHANS — Respond
ing to criticism that it hasn’t been
forceful enough in its response to
the largest oil spill in U.S. history,
the Obama administration on Fuesday announced a criminal inves
tigation into the deadly explosion
and installed a no-nonsense Coast
(iuard admiral as the public face of
the response, instead of BP.
Ihe effect of the April 20 spill,
including “oil for miles and miles”
in the (iu lf of Mexico, is “heart
breaking to see,” Attorney (icneral
F>ic Holder said Fuesday afternoon
during a visit to New Orleans, He

also pledged not to forget the 11
lives lost in the explosion.
Ihe nation has an obligation
to “investigate what went wrong
and to determine what reforms are
needed so that we never have to
experience a crisis like this again,”
President Barack Obama said after
meeting at the White House with
the two men he had appointed to
head an inquiry into the blast.
“If our laws were broken, lead
ing to this death and destruction,
my solemn pledge is that we will
bring those responsible to justice
on behalf of the victims of this
catastrophe and the people of the
(lulf region,” Obama said.
Ihe threshold for a criminal in
vestigation on the part of the jus

tice Department has “certainly been
passed,” Holder said, although he
wouldn’t disclose the exact targets
of the probe. However, prosecutors
are looking at possible violations of
the Clean Water Act, the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act, the F'ndangered
.Species Act and the Oil Pollution
Act.
Two companies, their employ
ees and their practices are almost
certainly at the heart of the inves
tigation: BP, which owned the well
and is responsible for the spill, and
Transocean, which owned and op
erated the rig that exploded, caught
fire and sank to the bottom of the
sea.
see O il spill, page 3
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both tlouhles and mixed teams of four
eompeting in pool pl.iy with the top
two teams of e.ieh pool aelvaneing to
single'-elimination pl.iyofls. (duh pres
ident and founder Mike Smith .said he
W.IS surprised at the eompetitive level
of play during the advanced doubles
this year. 1le ran and organi/ed the
first Hattie for Hoohs tournament as a
sophomore.
"1 wanted to put on a volleyhall
tournament for a cause, and 1saw how
many people are alleeted h)’ breast
eaneer,” Mike Smith said. “My friend
Mike Delach thought of the name and
that was the deciding factor for me
to juni[i into organi/ing the tourna
ment.
Mike Smith is graduating this spring
with a degree in recreation, parks and
tourism administration and will he in
terning with /W'P after graduation.
“ Ihe things 1 will he doing in my
internship are perfecth aligned with

Tournament
a w tm iiffi frotn p.ifir I

i.iisL'd In' selling I-shirts lor a total of
aroiiiul S1,S()().
“Kvcrs'onc has hceii (.lircctly aflected
hy breast eaneer, ” biology so[ihoniore
and next war’s eliih eo-presiilent brie
Smith said. “It’s ea.sy to base a tourna
ment on a imilied eaiise.”
Ihe eluh was approved hv Student
1 ileaml l eadership as an otheial entit\'
this spring hut has been forming and
has had members sinee hall d()(W.
' Ihe eluh is nonprofit," graphie
eommunieation ¡unior josh 1lolland
said. "We dont need mone\' to do any
thing exeept send people to Assoeiation of Volleyball Professionals (AV'P)
exents." Hattie lor Boohs with the eluh
brought a lot more people to the tour
nament this year, he said.
Ihe tournament w.is organi/ed for

what 1am doing now,” he said.
Other majors integrate well with
the tourn,unent. 1h)lland uses his
graphic design experience to create all
of the l -shirts, posters and signs for the
club.
“Beach volleyball is an entertain
ment s[iort that peo(ile love to watch
and play,” he said. “ Ihe peak age of
professional pl.iyers is M). It’s awesome
for people who want to go to school,
get their master’s and still go pro. ”
Ibis year’s tournament reached full
capacity, Mike .Smith .said.
“It could have been way bigger, hut
Pismo only lets us rent four courts, ” he
said.
Ihe club hopes to get the attention
of C'alifornia Beach V'olleyhall A.ssoci.ition with tournaments like Battle ft>r
Boohs. (,BVA could work with ('al
Poly’s eluh to run competitive large
tournaments and rent more courts,
Mike Smith said.
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Camp San Luis and the ('alifornia
Men’s ("olony. Ihese owners have
expressed their support of the idea
continuedfrom page I
of a bike path, but they are also
Each group presented plans adamant about not losing any of
on how to create a hike path that their land in the construction.
In addition to negotiations
would he easy to ride as well as re
spectful of the land boundaries of with landowners, Jud said the big
Camp San Luis and the California gest obstacle to the construction
of the bike path is money. Ac
Men’s C.olony.
Ihe goals of the proposals were cording to the San Luis Obispo
to increase options for alternative City Council, there is not enough
transportation in Chorro Valley, money in the city’s budget to build
create a path that would he con the path for several more years.
“We’ve gotten great support
ducive for commuting and recre
from
the SLO city supervisors,
ational purposes and follow Covernor Schwarzenegger’s mandate for but money is the main issue,” Jud
reducing C^alifornia’s greenhouse .said. “Many people think that we
emissions to the 1990 level by can begin construction tomor
row, but all we can really do is
2020 .
Each team’s proposal followed keep planning until the funding is
the same basic route, beginning at available.”
Despite these setbacks, Jud
(]al Poly’s Alex Ci. Spanos Stadium
said
he has received enthusiastic
to the Cuesta C'ollege campus and
ending at South Bay Boulevard in support from the San Luis Obispo
Morro Bay. Ihe groups differed on community for a hike path from
the details — some placed their ( ’al Poly to Morro Bay. Several lo
path close to Highway 1 and oth cal cycling organizations also sup
ers placed it farther away, and one port the idea.
Robert Davis, chair of the San
group even proposed a “bike sta
Luis
Obispo C'ounty Bike Advi
tion” with showers, a cafe and a re
sory C^lommittee and a member
pair shop for bikers.
“Cdiorro Valley has several sites of the Morro Bay C^itizens Bike
that we have used to ba.se our routes C^ommittee and the San Luis Obion, and we all tried to come up with pso Bike ('oalition, attended the
a plati that would really encourage exhibition and said the bike path
more people to ride,” class presi would make the area more liv
dent and civil engineering senior able.
“I was impres.sed by how' the
Naoki Maclnnes said.
At Friday’s exhibition, the pub students dealt with the limiting
lic heard each group’s propo.sal and factors while still accomplishing
graded them on their ideas for the their mission,” Davis said. “(Or
alignment of the path, their Power- ganizations like the SL(0 Bike
point presentation and how clearly ( ’oalition are always committed
they presented their proposal. Da to providing these kind of hike
vid Flynn, a representative from facilities that connect parts of the
the San Luis Obispo C\)unty Public county.”
Ihe (uty and Regional Plan
Works, said he was impressed with
ning Department is surveying the
all four propo.sals.
“I thought that the groups did a rest of the community to ask for
great job working around the land feedback and suggestions about
constraints and coming up with al improving cycling facilities. Ihe
ternatives for commuting and rec department created an anonymous
reation,” Flynn said. “An idea like online survey that takes about 15
this is definitely on the city coun minutes to complete. Jud said stu
dent opinions are extremely valu
cil’s radar.”
O eating an extensive bike path able in determining what kind of
like this presents several issues that changes should be made to local
must be dealt with before any con cycling facilities.
Ihe survey is available online
struction can begin. Ihe path would
at
http://www.surveymonkev.
run through land owned by the
(]al Poly Agriculture Department, com/s/HFFBKMY.

Bike

Oil spill
continuedfrom page I
“dhere are a wide range of pos
sible violations under the.se stat
utes, and we will closely examine
the actions of those involved in
this spill,” Holder said at a briefing
in New (Orleans. “If we find evi
dence of illegal behavior, we will
he forceful in our response. We
will not rest until justice is done.”
Ihe White Hou.se also worked
to change the perception that,
along with BP, the government
hasn’t been forthcoming enough
about the progress of the most re
cent containment effort, known as
a “top kill.” Peeved that the compa
ny over the weekend downplayed
the amount of oil that could be
relea.sed in its next effort to con
tain the How, the administration
moved Luesday to put an official
face on the respon.se: Coast Ciuard
Adm. lhad Allen, the national in
cident commander for the spill.
Allen said that the move —
which harked back to the matterof-fact briefing style of Army Cien.
“Stormin’ Norman” Schwarzkopf
during the 1991 Persian Ciulf War
— put him in the role of speak
ing “very frankly to the American
public.”
Allen .said l uesday that the gov
ernment and BP had all but given
up on fully capping the well that’s
spewing as much as a million gal
lons of crude oil a day from 5,000
feet below the sea. Iheir goal now
is to contain as much of the flow as
possible until BP can finish drill
ing two relief wells in August to
end the gush, he said.
“We’re not talking about cap
ping the well anymore; we’re talk
ing about containing the well,”
Allen said. “ Ihcre’s a difference be
tween capping the well, absorbing
the pre.ssure and being able to hold
that until the relief well is com
pleted. Where we’re at now' is we’re
containing the well, which means
we’re taking the hydrocarbons that
are coming up, bringing them to
the surface and actually producing
oil and Haring off natural gas.”
('rews worked on two .separate
cuts to a pipe on the ocean Hoor
Tuesday, using remotely operated

robots. Iheir aim is to place a cap
over the top of the pipe and connect
it to a riser that will send oil and gas
to recovery ships on the surface of
the ocean until the first relief well is
completed.
If they’re able to get a precise,
close cut, they’ll be able to use what’s
known as a top cap, which has a
large rubber gasket that fits securely
over the top of the pipe and allows
minimal seepage out the sides. If
they’re not able to get a precise cut,
they’ll use a looser-fitting contain
ment measure known as a top hat.
It’s the diHerence between a gar

wreak havoc with their eHorts.
If they’re successful but a storm
moves through the (lulf this sum
mer, they’ll have to temporarily
move the rigs on the surface that
are collecting the oil, meaning more
oil would gush out until they could
return and re-couple with the con
tainment device.
Also Luesday, three environmen
tal groups said they planned to sue
BP under a provision of the (dean
Water Act that allows for citizen en
forcement actions. In a letter to BP,
the (luIf Restoration Network, the
Louisiana Fdivironmental Actit>n

If we find evidence o f illegal be
havior, we will be forceful in our
response. We will not rest until
justice is done.
— Eric Holder
U..S. Attorney (¡eneral

den hose with a rubber gasket and
one without, Allen said, but they
remain hopeful that one of those
methods will work.
“I think there’s a pretty good level
of confidence that one of them will
go on and we’ll be able to contain
some oil, ” he said. “But as we’ve said
all along, we continue to break new
ground and we’re going to have to
wait and see how it comes out.”
He also warned that there will
be a period of time, estimated at
about 72 hours, when the pipe will
be wide open and a higher level of
oil and gas will How out before they
cap the well.
Allen acknowledged I ue.sday that
no one who was working on the respon.se was forgetting that they were
undertaking their latest contain
ment measure on the first day of
hurricane .sea.son. He conceded it’s
possible that even if they’re able to
contain the How of oil, a storm could

Network and F'nvironmem America
said BP had violated its (dean Wa
ter act di.scharge permit by allowing
millions of gallons of oil to spill into
the Ciulf, failing to track the flow of
oil .iccurately and failing to clean it
up.
Rather than having specific per
mits under the act, BP and other
companies that are exploring and
drilling in the (iulf are covered by
general permits issued by the Fdivironmental Protection Agency.
“ Ihe general permit does not au
thorize the discharge of oil from this
pipeline or any other sources at the
rig,” the letter said. “ Ihus, each day
beginning on April 20, 2010, BP
has violated and continues to violate
its permit.”
(Bolstad reported from Wiishington. Margaret Lalev and Les Blumenthal contributed to this article
from Washington.)
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LONG BKACH (MCT) - During a ccrcmonv at a local clcmciuary
school, (lov. ,\rnold Schwar/ciicggcr on Tuesday signed a state application lor federal education aid
that could provide tens of millions
ol dollars to the I ong Be.tch Unified
School District.
It (iaiitornia is selected as one of
the state winners, it could receive up
to S"’0() million, iticluditig perhaps
tens of millions for the Tong Beach
UtiiTied School District, otheiaU
said.
Ihe state's application includes
plans tor school retortiis required to
i|ualit\- lor the program, which w.i.s
part ot Presidetu Barack Obamas
stimulus package

CHlCACiO (MCT) — An attorney who otice represented a man
allegedl)’ tortured liy fortner (Chicago
Police (imdr. Jon Burge testified
luesday that Burge once .said electroshock “leaves no marks.”
Attorney (iassatidra W'atson, testib’itig at Burge’s federal trial, said
that in the early 1980s she spoke
with Bitrge mans times, often sarccistically, about allegations he atid
his detectives were using a device to
shock criminal suspects duritig itnerrogation.
Burge is charged with obstrucrioti
of justice and perjurs’for allegedly lying iti a 200.^ I.iwsuit in which he
g.ive written atiswers denying his u.se
or knowledge of torture.
• • •
WASIlINCiTON (MCT) —
U..S. auto salets’ regitlatois h.ive
opened ati itnestigation into 2010
lord Tusion and Mercurc .Milan
sedans over three cotiiplaints of allweather floor mats trapping accelerator peckils — a [irobletn liehitid part
ol Tos'ot.is recent recalls.
Ihe Natiotial Highw,iy Traffic
•Safetv Administration said the probe
of 2 )9,301 sedans cltK's not iticlitde
any complaitits of .iccidents or injitries. ( )ne of the complaints catne
from Dati Tdtminds. director of testing for aimimotive site Tdmunds.
com. who made a video in April
showing how the rubber mat st.icked
oti top of a rt“gular Hcnir mat could
trap the fx-d.il down.

BRAZIL (MCT) — Brazil’s
police continue to kill too many
people, while citizens in poor ar
eas live in the shadow of gang vi
olence, a United Nations human
rights expert said luesday.
“Daily life tor too many Bra
zilians, especially those living in
favelas, is still lived in the shadow
of killings and violence hy gangs,
militias, death squads and the po
lice,” according to Philip Alston,
the U.N.’s independent expert on
extrajudicial executions.
Between 2()(),^ and 2009,
some 11,000 people were killed
by police in Sao Paulo and Rio
de Janeiro in so-called “resistance
killings," a term used b\ law enlorcement oHlcials when referring
to acts of self defence.
• • •
AFGHANLSTAN (MCT) —
Ihousands of police have fanned
out across Kahtd as the Afghan
capital prepares for 'X'ednesday’s
opening of a national assembly
that President Hamid Karzai
hopes will give him a mandate to
ptirsue talks with the I'aliban.
While the three-day assembly
isn’t expected to produce any dra
matic breakthroughs, Karzai and
his VC’estern allies are banking on
the gathering to provide a psy
chological boost for the Afghan
president as he prepares for a po
tentially pivotal summer.

SACRAMHNIO
(M CI)
1X'lnocr.itic state Sen. Rod Wright
has introduced legislatioti to make
( alilortiia the first state to legalize
Internet poker, proposing that firms
bid lor the right to operate three
state-sanctiotied gatnes.
Wrights bill would require the
firtns to share at least 20 percent of
their gross revetiue with the state.
potentiall) britigitig tetis ot milliotis
of dollars into state coffers.
1low ever, SB 1 tKS is expected to
lace opposition from several Indian
tribes th.it operate casinus in Calilortiia atid that have argued in recent
months that Internet poker would
be a violation of exclusive gamblitig
pacts thev h.n e with the state.
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Suprem e Court loosens M iranda rule or rig h t to rem ain sile n t
David G. Savage
iR iiu 'M

\x A sm N (;ro N

hurkau

NXAM 1IN( 1( )N — llic Supreme
("ourt l)aeketl otf luesday from stria
entoreement t)t the bmous Miranda
decision and its right to remain si
lent, ruling that a crime suspect’s
words can he used against him it he
tails to clearly to tell the police that
he does not want to talk.
In the p,ist, the court had said the
“burden rests on the government to
show that a crime suspect hits “know
ingly and intelligently waived' his
rights. Some police departments tell
oriTicers not to begin questioning until
a suspect hits waived his rights, usually
by signing a waiver lorm.
But in d'uesday’s 5-4 decision, the
court shifted the balance in favor of the
police and against the suspect. It said
the suspect has a duty to speak up and
to say he does not want to talk. More
over, the police are “iu)t required to
obtain a waiver ”of the suspect s “right
to remain silent before interrogating
him, ” wrote Justice Anthony M. Ken
ned) .
In her first strongly written dis
sent, justice Sonia Sotomayor said the
ruling “turns Miranda upside down”
and “marks a substantial retreat from
the protection against compelled .self
incrimination.”
Some experts on fxilice questioning
said the court’s subtle shift will be felt
in stationhou.ses across the countr)’.
“ Ihis is the most imjxrrtant Miran
da decisitrn in a decade. And it will have
a substantial impact on jxrlice prac
tices,” s;iid C'harles Wei.s.selberg, a law
1

professor at the University of ( Ailifornia, Berkeley. “ Ihis decision ap()roves
of the pr.ictice of giving the warnings
and then asking ijiiestions of the sus
pect, without asking first whether he
wants to waive his rights.”
In the ca.se decided Iliesday, Van
Ihompkins was arrested as a suspect in
the shooting a year earlier of tvvo men
outside a mall in .Southfield, Mich.
One of them died. A police detective
read Ihompkins his rights, including
the right to remaiit silent and the right
to have a lawyer. Ihompkins said he
underst(X)d, but did not sign a form.
For about two hours and 45 min
utes, Ihompkins said almost nothing
in response to questions. Ihe detective
asked the suspect if he believed iii (.¡od
and then .said: “Do you pray to (îod
to forgive you for shooting that boy
down?
Aes," Ihompkins said, and looked
away. He refused to sign a confession
or to speak further, but he was con
victed of Hrst-degree murder, based in
large measure on his one-word reply.
Ihe 6th U..S. Circuit CJourt of Ap
peals overturned Ihotnpkins’ convic
tion on the grt)unds that the u.se of the
incriminating an.swer violated his right
against self-incrimination under the
Miranda decision.
Ihe .Supreme C^ourt reversed that
ruling and reinstated the conviction. A
suspect who wants to invoke his right
to remain silent must “do .so unambig
uously,” Kennedy said. “ Iliompkins
did not say that he wanted to remain
silent or that he did not want to talk
with the [xilice. Flad he made either of
the.se simple, unambiguous statements.

he would have invoked his right to cut
off i|uestioning.” joining him to the
form the majorii) were Chief fustice
john C. Roberts jr. .mil justices An
tonin Scalia, (darence Ihomas and
.Samuel .A. Alito jr.
Kennedy has played a key role in
the piist decade in preserving the core
Miranda rule, while also narrowing its
practical effect. For example, he joined
with the liberal bloc for a 5-4 ruling
in 2004 rejecting the police tactic of
c|uestioning first, and then warning
a suspect of his rights only after he
made an incriminating comment. Ihe
same day, he joitied a 5-4 ruling by
the con.servative side that said physical
evidence, .such as a gun or ctish, can be
used against a suspect, even if he re

vealed it during qtiestioning without
.Miranda warnings.
In rtiesd.iy’s decision, Kennedv
sttes.sed the stispect had been w.trned
of his rights and eventuallv chose to
speak.
Ihe (]alifornia-based Oiminal jus
tice lx,'gal I oundation praised the jus
tices for paring back the “artificial rule”
set in the Miranda decision. Ihe court
“recogni/.ed the practical realities that
the police face in dealing with suspects, ”
said Kent .Scheidegger, the group’s le
gal director. Btit .Steven Shapiro, legal
director for the American Cavil Liber
ties Union, said the c.i.se “demonstrates
the power of custodial interrogatioti to
wear down the defendant s willpower,
which is what Miranda was designed

to prevent.
In her dissent, Sotomayor faulted
the majority for announcing .i “new
general principle of law” that will be
confusing in practice, “(aiminal sus
pects must now unambiguously invoke
their right to remain silent — which,
reqtiires them to speak,” she said, join
ing her in dis.sent were justices John
Paul Stevens, Ruth Bader Cinsburg
and Stephen Ci. Breyer.
Ihe majorit)' ruling is line with the
position taken by the Obatna admin
istration and U.S. .Solicitor Cieneral
Flena Kagan. In December, she filed a
brief on the side of Michigan prosecu
tors and argued that “the government
need not prove that a suspect expressly
waived his rights. ”
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Israeli raid on aid flotilla traps U.S. between two close allies
Sheera Frenkel and M argaret
Talev
M ( :c ;i.A U HV NhXXSI’AI’l RS

W'ASHINcrrON — llu- U.S., hop
ing to avert an armed clash between
two ch)se allies, Israel and Inrkey,
and the collapse ot Israeli-I’alestinian
peace talks, Tuesday urged caution
on the international community as
it endorsed a U.N. condemnation of
“acts” that led to the deaths ot nine
international activists on an aid Hotilla that was attempting to break Is
rael’s blockade o t (ìa/a.
Israeli commandos rappelling
from helicopters attacked the Mavi
Marmara, a Turkish passenger ves
sel leading the aid llotilla in interna
tional waters early Monday and were
assaulted by some ot the passengers.
In the melee, at least nine passengers
were shot to death and dozens were
injured, and Isr,iel is now' holding
the ships in the port ot Ashdod along
with some 700 passengers.
Ihe crisis, which threatens to es
calate, has the U.S. caught between
two longtime allies: Israel, its clos
est partner in the Middle Hast, and
Turkey, a member ot the U.S.-led
NAKÌ alliance and a Muslim de
mocracy that has largely supported
U.S. goals since the C'old War.
Ihe U.S. is one ot the tew ma
jor powers that haven’t condemned
Israel’s attack on the Hotilla. Ihe
White House issued a statement ot
tering “deep regrets tor the loss ot life
and injuries sustained,” but urged
patience and said it was “working to
understand the circumstances” ot the

Israeli raid.
Secretary ot State Hillary Cdinton
met lor more than two hours Tues
day with Turkish foreign Minister
Ahmet navutoglu, who publicly
suggested that the Obama adminis
tration’s response to the Israeli raid
on the llotilla, which set sail from
Turkey, has been too weak.
Alter the meeting, Cdinton em
phasized that the U.S. supports an
Israeli investigation into the debacle
rather than an outside international
probe.
White House press secretary Rob
ert (iibbs read reporters the text of
the Security Council resolution,
which avoided blaming Israel direct
ly and called tor an investigation to
determine who was responsible tor
killing the activists. C'libbs retused
to say whether President Barack
Obama accepts Israel’s explanation
ot events.
Turkey called Israel’s action “in
human state teiror” and warned that
it may send w'arships with the next
aid Hotilla headed to Gaza. Israel re
sponded that it had the right under
international law to assault those try
ing to break an announced blockade,
even on the high seas.
At Turkey’s request, NAT'O per
manent representatives held an ex
traordinary meeting Tuesday to dis
cuss the Israeli operation, but took
no further action.
Britain and France called on Isra
el to lilt its “unacceptable” blockade
of (iaza, w'here the militant Islamist
group Hamas seized pow’er in 2007
after winning more than half the

seats in Palestinian parliamentary
elections the previous year.
U.S. special envoy (ìeorge Mitch
ell, due in Israel and the West Bank
Wednesday on a previously sched
uled visit, now must try to prevent
the peace talks’ collapse.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu was scheduled to travel
to Washington to meet Obama when
the clash took place. Netanyahu can
celed the visit and returned to Israel,
W'here he expressed support tor the
operation and praised the soldiers
involved.
Meir Dagan, the chief ot Israel’s
Mossad intelligence service, told the
Israeli parliament’s Committee on
foreign AHairs and Defense that Is
rael is progressively becoming a bur
den on the U.S.
“Israel is gradually turning from
an asset to the United States to a bur
den,” he said.
Gibbs said the U.S. didn’t have
advance knowledge of the Israeli
military operation, and refu.sed to go
as tar as calling Israel a burden.
“No. Let me be clear here,” he
told reporters. “ Ihe United States
and Israel, as 1 have said on countless
occasions, we have a trusted relation
ship. Ihey are an important, have
been an important ally. And we are
greatly supportive ot their .security.
Ihat’s not going to change.”
Aides to Netanyahu said he has
been in regular contact with Wash
ington, updating U.S. othcials with
information about the Hotilla that
supports the Israeli claim that activ
ists on the ship attacked commandos
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with metal rods and batons.
Officials close to Netanyahu said
he was “regularly updating” the U..S.
and that the Israeli government was
“nervous” that it could lose Ameri
can support over the incident.
Israel has kept more than 6.50 of
the 700 activists in i.solation in the
port city of Ashdod after they re
fused to undergo deportation hear
ings. Ihe activists have retused to
sign a document admitting that they
entered Israel illegally.
At least 1 I Aihericans were among
those being held, and Israeli news
media reported that one American
might be among the injured being
treated in Israeli hospitals.
Norman Raech, a former Cierman MR, returned to Berlin, where
he told reporters that he considered
the Israeli operation a “clear act of
piracy” because it was conducted in
international waters. He also denied
reports that the activists were heavily
armed.
“Rersonally, I saw two and a half
wooden batons that were used . ...
Ihere was really nothing else. We
never saw any knives,” Raech said.
While the activists weren’t suc
cessful in reaching (laza, they did
bring international scrutiny to the
Israeli-led blockade ot the territory,
Raech said.
.Speaking from their hospital beds
in Israel, naval commandos who took
part in the raid termed the operation
an attempted lynching.
One officer, identified only as “R,”
said he was one ot the first to rappel
from a Black Hawk helicopter onto
the ship, fie said he was armed with
a paintball gun, but didn’t manage to
remove it before he starting receiv
ing blows from pa.ssengers wielding
batons and metal rods.
“We knew they were peace activ
ists,” he said. “ 1hough they wanted
to break the Ciazj blockade, we
thought we’d encounter passive re
sistance, perhaps verbal resistance
— we didn’t expect this. F'veryone
wanted to kill us."
He explained that a group of ac
tivists managed to tie the rappelling
rope to the ship and were attempting
to bringdown the helicopter. At that
point, the Israeli commandos cut the
cord, leaving them stranded aboard
the ship.
Israeli officials said that despite
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The flotilla and the blockade
• A six-ship flotilla carrying aid
to Gaza left Cyprus Sunday
• Israeli navy boarded largest ship;
Israel, which has blockaded Gaza
since 2007 when Hamas took
power, had said it would not allow
the ships to reach Gaza
• Countries worldwide have
condemned the attack
eZOIOMCT
Source. BBC
Graphic Pat Carr________________________

the criticism, the .same naval unit
would likely participate in any future
operation against ships attempting to
breach the blockade of Ciaza.
Cireta Berlin, a spokeswoman for
the Free (¡aza Movement, which or
ganized part of the Hotilla, said two
additional boats already had set sail
for Gaza and that one was carrying a
“large group” of Americans. She add
ed there are plans for another Hotilla
to sail in July.
One top Israeli naval commander
told the Jerusalem Rost newspaper
that Israel would use more aggressiveforce to prevent other ships from
breaking the blockade.
“We boarded the ship and were
attacked as if it was a war,” the offi
cer said. “ Ihat will mean that we will
have to come prepared in the future
as if it was a war.”
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Gun rights pose problem for Supreme Court nominee Kagan
Jam es O liphant
T R I B U N K W A S H I N G T O N BUR EAU

WASH INCH ON — In her Hrst
weeks as dean ol Harvard Law
School in 2003, Flena Kagan put
the warring sides ol the gun-rights
debate in a room and let them Hght
it out.
Ihe debate between gun-control
advocates and 2nd Amendment
purists was sponsored by the law
school’s target shooting club, and
Kagan showed her support by mod
erating the exchange. But her own
views on gun rights went unaired.
With her Supreme C.ourt confir
mation pending, those views now
have become of extreme interest
to pro-gun groups such as the Na
tional Rifle Association. Ihe NRA
is already skeptical it can support
Kagan — and in W'ashington, when
the NRA gets worried, senators be
come nervous.
“ Ihere are serious problems,”
said Andrew Arulanandam, public
affairs director for the NRA. “We
will work with senators to make
sure tough i|uestions are asked dur
ing hearings.”
A concerted effort b\ the NRA to
scuttle Kagan’s confirmation could
prove problematic for Republicans
and moderaie 1femocrats who fear
falling from iis good graces.
Ihere appears to be enough evi
dence to stoke the NR As concerns.
Kagan worked in the ( Clinton ad
ministration for four years, hrst as a
lawyer in the White I louse and later
as a senior domestic policy advisor,
(lun-rights advocates already have
locked in on a l ‘B)7 Kagan memo
that paved the w.ty for an executive
order banning dozens of semiauto
matic weapons as an example of the
nominee’s anti-gun views.
Ihey also point to Kagan’s back
ground working for judges, such as
federal judge Abner .\likva, who
later brought K.igan into the White
I louse to serve as his deputy and
who once likened the NRA to a
“street-crime lobby. ”
But Kagan more recently has
pledged her fidelity to the Supreme
('ourt’s 2008 decision in the case.
District of Ciolumbia vs. Heller,
which found a constitutional right
to own a handgun for personal pro
tection. Ihe White House main
tains Kagan would view her role as
a justice differently from that of a
policy-crafter in the ('.linton White
I louse.
“As a White House aide, Klena
Kagan provided legal advice and
evaluated policy propo.sals for Presi
dent Clinton, whose views on these
issues were well established,” said
Ben I.aBolt, a White Hou.se spokc*sman. “In her confirmation hearing
for solicitor general, Ms. Kagan
made clear that she considered Hel
ler to he settled law, and the upcom
ing hearing will present the oppor
tunity for further questions about
her views of the law to be asked and
answered.”
Clarity on where Kagan stands
personally on the issue could be
answered by the thousands of docu
ments the Senate wants from the
(llinton Presidential Library in Arkan.sas, where Kagan’s White House
records are housed.
Until tho.se memos come to
light, the gun-rights community has
focused on the order Kagan worked
on while at the White House. Ihe
order banned the importation of
dozens of types of .semiautomatic
weapons — military rifles that were

modified, the White House said,
to escape the ban that was in place
on assault weapons in 1994. Ihe
NRA and others said the weapons
were simply modified to be used for
shooting competitions and other
shooting events.
Ihe a.ssault-weapons ban came
on the heels of the 1993 Brady Bill,
which required background checks
on firearm purchasers for the first
time. As gun-rights advocates viewed
it, there was one clear message: Ihe
Clinton White House wanted to re
move as many guns from the market
as it could.
At the time of the import ban,
lose CA'rda, who worked in the do
mestic policy shop run by Kagan
and her boss, Bruce Reed, said: “We
are taking the law and bending it as
far as it can to capture a whole new
class of guns.”
“For the Cdinton administration,
it was about pushing the envelope,”
said .Stephen 1lalbrook, a lawyer
who litigates gun-rights cases. “ Ihey
didn’t like firearms and wanted to
restrict them as much as possible.”
He said Kagan’s role in the craft
ing those policies should be estab
lished. 'Abifre responsible for who
you work for and what you say,”
1lalbrt)ok added. “Whether that’s
her agenda or not, she certainly
went along with that.”
Ihe gun-rights community has
concerns that extend beyond the
import ban. Other ilocuments from
the Clinton library suggest Kagan’s
support for child-safety trigger locks
on handguns. Ain)ther is a letter to
Kagan written by a .San Francisco
city attorney. Owen Clements, seek
ing the W'hite House’s assistance in
a municipal lawsuit filed against gun
makers. K.igan passeel it on to Rec’d,
calling the letter’s author “a frieiul.”
Kagan’s mere as.sociation with a
W'hite House vieweel as hostile to
gun rights coidd elraw opposition
from the NRA and other industry
groups. “ Ihey abhorred the Clinton
W'hite House. Ihey demonized the
Clinton W'hite House every way
they ceuild,” said Dennis Henigan
with the Brady (x'liter to Prevent
Handgun Violence. “I don’t think
thcv’re going to forgive her for
th.Vt.”
After working for Mikva, Kagan
clerked for Supreme Court justice
Ihurgood Marshall — and gun
advocates have seized upon a short
memo Kagan prepared for the jus
tice in which she urged him not to
hear the appeal of a man convicted
of having an unlicensed gun.
Ihe man’s “sole contention is that
the District of C'olumhia’s firearms
statutes violate his constitutional
right to ‘keep and bear arms,’” Ka
gan wrote. “I’m not .sympathetic.”
But the Supreme Court ruled
otherwise in 2008, and today many
within the Democratic Party view
gun control as an issue that chases
away moderate voters. In fact, the
current
Democratic-controlled
Congress last year passed a bill that
allows visitors to carry weapons in
national parks.
lhat altered political climate —
where votes counter to the wishes
of the gun industry arc harder and
harder to come by — could spell
trouble for Kagan.
Republican senators on the ju 
diciary Committee, such as .Sens.
Ibm Coburn of Oklahoma and
john Cornyn of Texas, are expected
to press Kagan hard on the issue, as
they did last year with then-nomi
nee Sonia .Sotomavor.
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When Plena Kagan was dean of Harvard Law .School in 2()().h she put both sides of the gun-rights debate in one room fur
a discussion. Now with her .Supreme C ourt confirmation pending, this incident has become a hot-topic for debate.
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Sound design students gear up
Bestselling author Baldacci
for annual RSVP show at PAG
writes softhearted novel
Rhiannon M ontgom ery

RHIANNONMONTC:O M KRY.M O(rfX;M AIl .COM

Cal Poly students studying sound
design are gearing up for the 1Sth
annual, and “always mysterious,”
RSVd’ show this week in the Chris
topher Cohan Performing Arts
C'enter.
“Cdiiaroscuro,” the show’s title,
means ‘dark-light’ in Italian and
adds to the mystery that has sur
rounded the annual event. Ihe
reference is to the hold lighting
contrasts from Italy’s Renaissance
painters and reflects little of what
students and professor are revealing
about the show.
Music professor Antonit) Barata has been the man behind the
curtain of RSVP all IS years of the
show. Ihe play is like a musical,
but different, Barata wrote in an email.
“ Ihere is a definite theatrical
leaning with a serious tone, but also
ct)medic elements,” Barata wrote.
Ihis year’s show is set in the late
l^OOs and is a dramatic look at the
similarities between problems of
then and now in the country, Ba
rata wrote.

Ihe annual performance is the
final product of a class offered
through the music department,
where students and professors be
come collaborators by working to
gether to create a show.
l.iberal arts engineering studies
senior Kyle Banfield said the show
has developed a reputation for being
abstract and unique over the years.
Ihis year will be politically provoc
ative because it examines similari
ties between problems of today and
those during the time of America’s
founding fathers, Banfield said.
.Students work to combine dra
matic and musical elements for the
performance.
Ihe students are in charge of the
show from start tt) finish; Barata
said this is part of what makes the
production special.
liveryone has multiple jobs to
make the performance a reality with
only 10 weeks to pull off a com
pletely original show, Banfield said.
Ihe class Barata teaches brings
together students from all colleges
to work on the project. No matter
their major, all the students work
on producing scripts, composing
original scores, building props and
marketing.

Mechanical engineering se
nior Eric Wallace said he helped
compose two arias and some of
the background music for the
show. He said the fun thing
about the class for him is getting
to he creative in ways he’s not
able to in engineering.
“It’s been fun, and it’s a good
way to be creative personally,”
Wallace said.
Wallace isn’t alone in working
outside the norm for his major.
Banfield has spent time working
set design, marketing and as a
costume manager for the show.
Ihe mystery of RSVP XV:
“Cdiiaroscuro” will be unveiled
luesday and Ihursday at 8 p.m.
in the C'hristopher C’ohan Per
forming Arts Ck*nter. Pickets are
Si 1 for all seats and are available
at the box office from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m during the week and Sat
urday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
RSVP has gained popularity
over the years and tends to be a
sell-out, Banfield said.
Wallace suggested people get
tickets as .soon as possible.
“It’s going to be a great show
and very different from previous
years,” Wallace said.
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New York Times bestselling au
thor David Baldacci is known for
his fast-paced, plot-based, legal
thrillers. But from the first page of
“Wish You Well,” it’s clear this will
be an exception to the rule.
“'X'ish You Well” is set in 1940
New York Ciity with the C^iardinal
family — made up of the celebrat
ed writer Jack C'ardinal, doting
mother and wife Amanda, uncom
monly clever 12-year-old Pou and
shy but soft-hearted seven-year-old
Oz. Unfortunately, tragedy strikes
quickly and hard; and a terrible car
crash leaves the family bereft of jack

and Amanda little better — .alive,
but mentally unresponsive.
Ihis calamity is the truest test
for the children’s mettle and imme
diately allows the reader to see what
the Cardinal children are made of.
Oz, whose tenderheartedness is
nearly painful, serves as tfie eternal
optimist, believing without fail that
his beloved mother will get better,
while Pou is forced to be the backbotie for both of them, protecting
her brother and herself at every
turn.
see Scribbler, page 9
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continuedfrom page 8
Directly alter their lather’s fu
neral, the pair is sent, along with
their mother, to live in the Appa
lachian Mountains of Virginia with
Jack’s grandmother, the setting that
provided the inspiration for jack’s
lamous novels. Ihe area is rural in
the extreme, but Baldacci writes of
lile on the hill with such simple,
beautilully cralted prose that you
can almost picture waking at five
in the morning to milk the cows —
and maybe not even minding.
I.ile is hard on the hill, hut Lou
and Oz adjust to the backbreaking
work and simple life with a startling
swiltness. Easily the most tradition
ally educated people among the
mountain larmers, they have a lot
to learn about the way of the land.
But, resilient as children are, they
waste no time in blending right in
to the way ol life on the hill.
Ihough Appalachian culture is
difierent Irom any in the world,
it’s still easy to relate to each of the
characters. Each character is depict
ed with lovingly detailed descrip
tions; so each tragedy that strikes
is equally heartbreaking. Ihough
each mishap is beautilully written,
at some points it’s almost impossi
ble not to question il these children
will ever catch a break.
However, lor every low there
must be a high, and the Cardinal
family spirit simply can’t be bro
ken, Ihe children’s lovable nature
wins them friends at every turn,
and those they can’t win over can be

beaten with the combined strength
of the close-knit hill community.
C'onllicts between the everlaithful fitrming tradition and the
coal miners sucking the life out of
the land cause problems when the
industry has an olier that would
seem to ease the often desperate
lilestyle ol the farmers — if they’ll
sell their land. Howevei, I.ouisa
Mae C^ardinal, the children’s great
grandmother, refuses to relinquish
her land in a way that epitomizes
the strong, faithlul vein of the Car
dinal lamily.
As mentioned belore, “Wish You
Well ” is a clear departure from Baldacci’s usual style. Ihis novel is far
more character than plot-driven,
and though it does involve a clever
legal battle and a lew unexpected
surprises, but lor the most part it is
about nostalgia.
It’s about a way oHife based on
hard work, lew luxuries and bighearted, quiet love. Love lor the en
tire community of larmers, love for
lamily and a deep-seated love lor
the land. Lou and C^z find a way to
fit in with these core values without
delay, and those closest to Louisa
Mae’s heart find no difficulty in em
bracing them just as briskly.
Ihough the plot does a fair job ol
holding interest, it is not the novel’s
best attribute. Something about
Baldacci’s quiet, simple prose keeps
the pages turning, which makes this
an instance in which getting there
is more than hall the fun,
I 'irginiti I'tty is an linglisli sofylioniorc anil her hook column "Sireet Sto
ry St rihhicr" appears every other week.
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Good beer is colorblind
While it can often be fun to spice lingering. 1 can’t put an exact
watch
belligerently wasted people finger on what the lingering spice
S it« S iK v r
making asses out ol themselves is. It’s not coriander, like you get in
while you’re sitting there stone so other beers like Hoegaarden, but it
ber, I wanted more Irom my col is very pleasant.
lege experience. 1 wanted to be the
Ihis is one ol the top Belgian
one making an ass of myselfi
wheat beers brewed by Americans
But I’ve always been one ol that I have tried.
those people to say that il you can’t
Ihe final beer ol the year hon
at least partially enjoy what you’re ors goes to Kostritzer Schwarzbier.
drinking, you might as well be 1 cht)se a Cierman beer to close
drinking water.
out the year in honor of departing
It wouldn’t be until several years Mustang Daily head honcho Emi
later that my cousin, who eventu lie Egger because 1 know she loves
Ihe cliché that says, “Not every ally became a Cal Poly alumnus, all things German, and 1 haven’t re
thing is so black and white” doesn’t introduced me to some of the finer ally done a Cierman beer review.
apply to the final beer column of beers in the world. 1 finally realized
Schwarzbier is Cierman for
the year.
that not all beer tasted and looked ‘black beer,’ and the moniker
In fact, the two beers I’ll review like a crappier version of watered doesn’t disappoint. Ihis beer is ac
today are literally black and white.
down Mountain Dew.
tually just as dark as the Sierra Ne
But belore 1get into the reviews,
I’m telling you this because I’m vada anniversary brew' 1 reviewed a
1 just want to thank the Mustang passionate about beer. If you’re pas few weeks ago. 1 held it up to the
Daily staH lor letting me pick up sionate about it as well, share the light and couldn’t see through the
the column alter a lew quarters good beers with your friends over glass.
oli.
graduation weekend. Don’t just
Ihe smell is ol roasted malt and
It’s no secret that 1 love beer, do the Natty keg, or the .30-pack chocolate with a bit of coffee. Ihe
and 1 think il people give good of Keystone. Treat yourselves to malt really comes out in the taste
beer a chance, they might change something better; learn to appreci with a lingering bit of chocolate. 1
their minds on the subject as well.
ate the finer things in life.
don’t really taste the cofiee in it.
I’ll let you guys in on a little se
(31 the two beers 1drank lor this
This beer has always been in my
cret: I didn’t enjoy beer at all until review. I’ll start with the Allagash top three as far as dark beers go,
a scant three years ago. My first sip White, il only because it’s best to and 1 highly recommend it.
of beer came as a kid when I picked drink lighter beers belore darker
You can get a l()-ounce bottle
up my dad’s Milwaukee’s Best in ones.
at pretty much any specialty liquor
stead of my ('oke and took a sip.
Allagash is considered by most store lor less than $4.
It was about the most rancid thing insiders to be among the upper
Thanks everyone for taking the
I’d ever tasted.
echelon ol American micro-brew time to read the column. Tm sure
Ihat didn’t stop me from run eries.
1 had more fun writing it than you
ning the gamut ol trashy, low-class
Based in Portland, Maine, Alla did reading it, but I appreciate
party beers like Natty Light, Natty gash has some crazy beers includ your time nonetheless.
Ice, Budweiser and Bud I ight early ing one that is aged in used bour
Always remember: If you see a
in my drinking career.
bon barrels, and the beer reeks of it beer at the store that you haven’t
But tasting all ol those beers when you finally get to it.
tried, give it a shot. It might be ex
just reaffirmed the fact that beer
But this Allagash White is their actly what you’ve been looking for.
was shit and I was better oft drink take on Belgian style wheat beer,
ing hard alcohol that at least had and let me tell you, it’s tasty.
some kind of “Havor,”
White is pretty spiced up for
Scon Silvey is the former Mus
Alter a few years of the hard an American wheat beer, which is tang Daily sports editor and a jour
alcohol scene and the brutal hang something that a lot of imitation nalism senior. He spends most o f
overs it can bestow, I decided I may beers lack.
his paychecks on beer and a lot o f
just have to be the sober driver at
It has a smooth, yet somewhat his time watching the Cubs lose on
parties forever.
complex finish that leaves a mild WGN.
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Movies under fire for hiring white actors for ethnic roles
Chris Lee
1 o s ANC.l l.HS 1 IMKS

Since its release, the video game fran
chise Prince of Persia has become
notable for the acrobatic grace of
its dagger-wielding, balloon pants
wearing hero as well as for what the
games didn't do: affront gamers of
Middle Pastern and Muslim descent
with stereots pical depictions of peo
ple from the region as terrorists or
religious zealots.
Independent filmmaker and blog
ger lehanzeb Oar, to name one such

player, remembers his favorable first
reaction to the swashbuckling action
game, which is set amid the sands
and ancient cities of Persia (as an
cient Iran is known) and follows a
hero with a magic sword caught be
tween forces of good and evil. “You
could .see clearly the protagonist had
distinct Middle Pastern features and
darker skin, ” said Dar, 26, who pens
the blog Muslim Reverie from Panghorne. Pa. “People could develop
some respect for that culture instead
of seeing it vilified. ”
So when Disney studios an

nounced plans for a live-action adap
tation of Prince, Dar held out hope it
would be a “.serious story that would
dispel a lot of stereotypes and misconceptimis. ” Ihen came the bad
news regarding “Prince of Persia: Ihe
Sands of l ime” (the movie that ar
rives in theaters t)ii Priday). None of
its principal cast members are of Ira
nian, Middle Pastern or Muslim de
scent. And playing Dastan, the hero
and titular heir to the Persian throne
in the $2()0-million tent-pole him,
is none other than ,Swedish-)ewishAmerican prince Jake (iyllenhaal.

“My Hrst reaction was, ‘Really?!’”
Dar said. “It’s insulting that people
of color — especially Middle P)asterners or South Asians — are not
allowed to portray ourselves in these
roles. 1hat’s a big problem a lot of
people in the ettmmunity are having
with this Him.”
Of course, ffoll)'wood, has a
rich history with this kind of thing.
Ihink: [ohn Wayne playing Cienghis
Khan in “ Ihe C]ont]ueror,” Peter
.Sellers’ bumbling Itidian character in
“ Ihe Party” or even more notorious
ly, Mickey Rooney’s buck-toothed

Mr. Yunioshi character from “Break
fast at Piffany’s,” the grandfather of
all “Yellowface” stereotypes.
Although these portrayals took
place decades ago, their legacy lives
on. Pwen now, in the age of Obama
— when the newly installed Miss
USA Rima Pakih is Pebane.se Ameri
can, Will Smith is the biggest movie
star in the world and .Sonia .Sotomayor became the Hrst l.atina to sit on
the Supreme Court — the movie in
dustry can still seem wttefully behind
see Film, page / /
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continuedfrom page W
the times when it comes to matters
of race.
(Consider the latest evidence. Ihis
Slimmer, two ot the season's biggest
budgeted hhns have sparked con
troversy by installing white actors
in decidedly “ethnic” parts. And
.some early tan reactions have varied
from indignation to righteous tury
to organized revolt over a perceived
“whitewashing” ot multi-culti char
acters, a practice that is known as
“racebending.”
In addition to (iyllenhaal and
British actre.ss (iemma Arterton’s

Asian Americans — put a tiner point
on the boycotters’ concerns. “It "Ihe
l ast Airbender’ does really well, it
sends the message in Hollywood that
discriminating against Asian Ameri
cans works,” he .said.
Although the studios behind both
“Prince ot Persia” and “Airbender”
have taken costly steps to not seem
in.sensitive toward — or out of touch
with — the minority constituencies
represented in their respective films,
no Disney or Paramount executives
would comment tor this article. Nor
would the producers — “Prince ot
Persia’s” Jerry Bruckheimer or “Airbender’s” Kathleen Kennedy and
Prank Marshall. Directors Mike
Newell and Shyamalan similarly de-

It s insulting that people o f color
— especially Middle Easterners or
South Asians — are not allowed to
portray ourselves in these roles.
— Jehanzeb Dar
Independent filmaker and blogger

portrayal ot Iranian characters in
the .swords-and-sandals action epic
“Prince ot Persia,” Paramount has
come under attack tor its live-action
adaptation ot the Nickelodeon ani
mated series “Avatar: Ihe l.ast Air
bender.” Directed by “Sixth Sense”
auteur M. Night Shyamalan, “ Ihe
1jst Airbender” (as the movie is called
to distinguish it from a certain James
Cameron-directed .3-D blockbuster)
has enraged some ot the show’s afi
cionados by casting white actors in
three ot tour principle roles — char
acters that tans ot the original insist
are Asian and Native American.
And with just weeks until the
movie’s July 2 relea.se — atter a yearand-a-halt-long letter-writing cam
paign to the film’s producers and
a correspondence with Paramount
President Adam Coodman to under
score the importance ot casting Asian
actors in designated Asian roles —
members ot the Media ,‘\ction Net
work tor Asian Americans and an
organization called www.racebending.com are urging tans to boycott
“Airbender.”
Ihe movie’s detractors have spo
ken against the film at six college
campuses, including M.I.I'., New
York Universit)’ and UCd,A, also set
ting up btMuhs at events such as San
Francisco's WondeK'on fsop culture
expo to publici/x: their discontent.
At last count, the group’s Faceb<M)k
group had 7,125 supjsorters and
attracted petitioners against the
movie’s casting in 55 countries. Ihe
stated goal: to prevent “Airbender”
from blooming into a lucrative threepart franchise via negative word of
mouth.
“It’s unfortunate that it’s come to
this,” said Racebeiiding.com spoke.sman Michael I.e. “ Ihey’ve construct
ed a film that is contrary not only to
what fans expected to see but is also
contrary to what America expects to
see in a film released in 2010 featur
ing Asian culture and Asian and Na
tive American characters .is heroes.
“We want to raise awareness ot
the discriminatory practices of Hol
lywood,” le continued. “We want to
tell people this is important. It really
matters.”
(iiiy Aoki, head and co-founder
ot MANAA — a crusading organi/.ation that has skirmished with TV net
works and movie studios for a decade
for more positive repre.sentations of

dined.
Camille Alick, project manager
for MOS T — Muslims on Screen
& lelevision, a resource center pro
viding Hollywood productions with
connections to Muslim actors and
accurate information on Muslim
populations — had not .seen the
films but remains sympathetic to
the studios’ decisions, and contends
that her experience in the field allows
her insight into such casting choices.
“ Ihe hope is to have an authentic
depiction, but casting directors have
huge jobs in front of them,” Alick
said. “ Ihey’re trying to find the best
person for the part. And when it’s a
big-budget movie, it’s going to come
down to a business decision. If a ma
jor actor can carry a film, that plays a
big part. It’s not malicious intent.”
Still, those among the anti-racebending camp feel that such rationaliz.ation provides a convenient cxcu.se
for keeping the prevailing system —
a glass ceiling for actors of color in
major movies — firmly in place.
“Hollywood can make anybody
into a hero,” Aoki said. “And yet
thc.se people continue to use a con
servative attitude. When arc they
ever going to put an Asian American
as a star to disprove that thinking?
For Paramount to assume people
wouldn’t pay to see Asians as leads is
presumptuous and insulting.”
For the uninitiated, the cartoon
series “Avatar: Ihe last Airbender”
was aimed at children hut enjoyed
broad crossover to all ages during its
2005-08 ’IW run. .Set in a Pan-Asian
universe, identifiably Asian and
Native American, anime-inspired
characters battle one another us
ing martial arts manipulation of the
four elements. Ihe scries follows a
12-ycar-old named Aang (played by
non-Asian actor Noah Ringer in the
movie) and his band of cohorts who
must save the w'orld by toppling the
evil Fire Ford and ending war with
the Fire Nation.
But when word leaked out last
year that a casting call had gone out
for the movie version requesting
“C'.aucasians and other ethnicities,”
“Airbender” fans freaked. Many of
the film’s detractors felt that Shya
malan, an Indian American, had be
trayed his own.
On the “Airbender” .set in Phila
delphia, Shyamalan took issue with
the accu.sation that “Airbender” was

anything less than inclusionary to
characters of color. “Ultimately, this
movie, and then the three movies,
will be the most culturally diverse
tent-pole movies ever released, pe
riod,” he told the 1os Angeles l imes
last summer.
Paramount provided a statement
about “Airbender’s” casting choices.
“ Ihe movie has 2.3 credited speak
ing roles — more than half of which
feature Asian and Pan Asian actors of
Korean, Japanese and Indian decent,”
it reads. “ Ihe filmmaker’s interpre
tation reflects the myriad qualities
that have made this series a global
phenomenon. We believe fans of the
original and new audiences alike will
respond positively once they see it.”
During “Prince of Persia’s” script
ing process, Disney hired BoomCicn
Studios, a niche marketing firm spe
cializing in creative content about
the Middle Flast, to help address i.ssues of historical congruity and cul
tural contexts. Consultants advised
the filmmakers to avoid specifically
characterizing religion by setting
“Prince” in a “mythological time” be
fore the arrival of Islam. As well, the
company worked to assure members
of the Iranian-American community
that the film was the antithesis of a
recent action-adventure movie felt to
vilify the people of Persia.
“We .said, ‘Ibis is the anti-’.3()0,’”
said BoomGen’s co-founder Reza
Aslan.
Asked point blank by the I imes
of London, “Isn’t Cyllenhaal a bit
pale to play a Persian?” Bruckheimer
delivered this history lecture. “Per
sians were very light skinned,” he
said. “Ih e Turks kind of changed
everything. But back in the 6th cen
tury, a lot of them were blond and

blue-eyed.”
Aslan confirmed the veracit\ of
Bruckheimer’s historical appraisal.
“Iranians are Aryans,” Aslan asserted.
“If we went back in time 1,700 years
to the mythological era, all Iranians
would look like Jake Ciyllenhaal.”
Ciyilenhaal maintains that “Prince
of Persia” is simply a slice of Holly
wood fanta.sy that's as light in spirit
as the vintage serials.
“To me, it’s not something I gave
a lot of thought because all of it is
such a fanta.sy,” he said last month
at .San Franci.sco’s WonderC'on. “It’s
based on a video game, not some
thing out of history. Ihere’s nothing
real about this. It’s just an adventure
and it’s fun and it’s strange in a way

to hold one part of it and say, ' lhat’s
not real or right. ”
Jack Shaheen, author ot “Reel
Bad Arabs” and a commentator on
Hollywood’s distortions of Muslim
cultures and people, refused to condemti “Prince of Persia’s ”depiction of
ancient Iranians until seeing the film.
But he critiqued the industry’s con
ventional wisdom that mainstream
audiences won’t shell out to see a
non-white lead in a big-budget film.
“Hollywood is making a mistake,”
.Shaheen said. “As a society, we re not
seeing color like we used to. We’re
more integrated than we u.sed to be.
dhe country is changing. But 1 don’t
think Hollywood is at the forefront
of that change.”
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keeps getting
President t;)bam;i .ilways
seems to hide Irom the puhlic
eye at times when he should
he attacking issues head-on.
Ihe past two months have ex
posed some signiheant laidts
in the wa\' (')hama handles
the most pressing concerns of
the da\-.
First, tliere was the Ari
zona Immigration hill. Faced
with Arizonas .ihrupt il
legal immigration reform,
the Ohama Administration
immediately jumped to the
side oi minority special in
terest groups (his political
allies) and condemned Arizona for
overstepping its hounds. Accord
ing to CBS News, the president
denounced the bill as “mi.sguided”
and “poorly conceived,” hut failed
to produce any alternatives for bor
der enforcement.
^X'hether the bill is the best ap
proach to this issue is irrelevant.
z\ri/.ona’s decision represents a call
for action on an issue that has been
sidestepped by this administration
and others. Attorney General Kric
Holder questioned its constitu
tionality, only to be humiliated by
his own lack of knowledge about
the issue, and has since taken no
further action to defeat it. Ihe ciir-

rent administration attempted to
gain puhlic opinion by manipulat
ing this sudden action to its favor,
and it ultimately backfired. Instead
of tightening our border security
from the beginning, Ohama dith
ered around and frustrated border
states by his prolonged inaction.
And for those who oppose any
form of border enforcement, 1
bring you Exhibit B — the BP Oil
Spill in the Cult. Numerous times,
the Obama administration argued
they addressed the Gulf Oil Spill
from “day one.” In reality, Ohama
did not take the situation seriously
until word got out about the sever
ity of these damages (about a week
later). Of course, he was far too

ia

o rse

busy entertaining the Yankees at the
White House to be concerned with
the welfiire of the environment and
residents of the Gulf region.
When Obama finally held a
press conference on May 27 to ad
dress this devastating crisis, he told
America he was “not going to rest
... or be satisfied until the leak is
stopped at its source, the oil on the
gulf is contained and cleaned up,
and the people of this region are
able to go hack to their lives and
their livelihoods.”
ITie.se are some powerful words
from our commander-in-chief —
if only they were true. As the oil
started making its way to the shore,
Obama’s “superhero” image gradu

ally puttered out and revealed
a reversion hack to politics as
usual.
As l.ouisiana Gov. Bobby
Jindal said, “1 think there
could have been a greater
sense ol urgenc\.”
According to jindal, one
of the affected coastal re
gions only received half of
the booms he requested, and
deployment of this protective
tool was significantly delayed
due to bureaucratic interven
tion (as reptirted on ABC
News). Likewise, according
to the New York Limes, jindal
was given federal approval for one
sand barrier to protect the shore af
ter state officials requested 24.
jindal is not the only one com
plaining. Some of Obama's top
supporters — Democratic strat
egist james Garville and former
Secretary of State Golin Powell —
have criticized the administration
for not utilizing all of its resources
to contain the spill and limit the
damages. We have seen the images
of the Louisiana wetlands smoth
ered in oil and the petroleum-coat
ed sea life washing ashore. All of
this could have been prevented if
the gulf states were given the prop
er tools to defend the coast.
After hearing the voices of na
tional criticism for his lack of in
volvement in this crisis, Obama
has since said he takes “responsibil
ity for solving this crisis” and has
pledged to the Gulf region that
they “will not be abandoned.” His
proposals for action come U)o late,
as the oil has already reached the
shore, and left its mark on the Gulf
Goast. .At this point, the only thing
the president can do is to try and
salvage the rest ol the coast. The
rest is up to BP.
Obama needs to learn his les
son from these two unprecedented
events. Immediate action does not
simply mean holding a press con
ference after the fact. The president
always has access to the latest inlormation, and should be the first to
take action. During times ol crisis,
the states need a helping hand.
As Galifornia students, we are
all too familiar w'ith the govern
ment’s tendency to delay action
on important issues until it’s too
l.ue I lection seasons ! Tny wavi>.
of promises to hopelul (..difornians, and yet the Inid; i t ^ li, "
unbalanced, our ediK.a .m s s u rgradually worsens ami ur p in ■tial employers continue
tlee iIn
state. Our leaders need to grow
spines and re-prioririzc.
Empty words of reassurance
never quite make up for lost time.
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I went to the concert and 1 have
to say 1was pretty disappointed. Half
of their songs were slow, boring and
you couldn’t even hear the lyrics. Of
all the concerts 1 have been to this
may have been the worst. Ihey had
very little stage presence and even
when they played their hits 1 found
myself wondering why it wasn’t
good. 1 probably should have done
some acid or blazed beforehand, the
people who had seemed to be hav
ing a much better time. And don’t
get me wrong 1 like MGM 1 and
hope they continue making music,
but they definitely need to work on
their performance if 1 am going to
see them again.
— Anonymous
hi Response to “Electro-cLince-pop
group MCtM'l'packs AviLi Beach
concert"
Yes, the show started of! slow and
noone really knew the first songs but
thats what artists do they play off
their latest album. Ihe middle and
end of the show were great though.
Amazing encore.
It did not seem like they wanted
to play their most popular songs, for
this to be the first show on tour they
didnt seem to happy to have to play
those songs even tho everyone want
ed them to. Btit then again, they
never really wanted to start a band
and get famous either.
—Davif!
In Response to “Electro-(Lince-pop
group MG M E packs Avila Beach
concert ”

Paul’s libertarianism places pri
vate property rights over the People’s
rights — equal treatment under the
law — while the Declaration of In
dependence supports both.
Paul’s ignorance of the Declara
tion’s natural law basis is appalling,
as is his ignorance of the natural law
basis of Dr. King’s civil rights move
ment.
-A ]
In response to "Rand Raul revisits
Civil Rights Act"
(Consider the case of GM. Ihey
should have gone bankrupt, it would
have allowed them to either restruc
ture their debt and labor contracts in
order to efficiently produce afford
able cars, or to liquidate their as
sets for pennies on the dollar. Ihese
cheap assets could be bought up by
other car companies like Tesla in
order to let strong businesses grow
and hire the laid-otf employees from
( j M. Instead, car companies like Te
sla. which aren’t politically connected
to the degree CiM is, don’t get the
chance to grow and they have unfair
competition in Cj M , which gets sub
sidized.
— Dan
In response to "Rand Paul revisits
Civil Rights Act ”

.Vi yn-a'Ilic Mustang Daily features se
lect couuuents that are written in response
to articles posted online, lliough not all
the responses are printed, the Mustang
I }ail)’ prints coninu nts that are coherent
and foster intelligent discus.sion on a giv
en subject. \ o overcapitalization, please.

Facebook

get it

makes wise
privacy move

your chest.
' •.

Hooray, Facebook saved the
Internet! C^K, so maybe that's
making too much of the privacy
controls C'hief FVecutive Mark
Zuckerberg unveiled Wednesday.
But if the company hadn't ad
dressed the uproar over its everchanging privacy policy, there
was a real possibility that Wash
ington would have stepped in
with new rules that would have
applied to all social network op
erators, or even all websites. And
we'd like to keep the nanny state
away from the Net as long as pos
sible.
Ihat's not to defend what Fa
cebook has been doing. Ihe com
pany operates the world's largest
social network, with more than
400 million registered users, ('ollectively, these users pour data
about themselves onto the site
faster than BF spewed oil into the
(lulf of Mexico. But people Hock
to Facebook in order to share in
formation with a select circle of
friends, not necessarily with the
entire wired planet. Clontrary to
their expectations. Facebook has
gradually exposed more- and more
of their prttfiles, photos and other
postings to the public at large. It
also launched a program to share
personal information with other
websites unless users instructed
the site not to do so.
Its behavior has .sent groups
such as the American Cavil I.iberties Union and the T.lectronic
Privacy Information Cxiiter run
ning to lawmakers and regula
tors for help. Ihe center filed a
complaint with the Federal Trade
C'ommission, arguing that Facebook's evolving privacy policy

amounts to a bait and switch _
users post information to the site
under one set of rules for disclo
sure, then Facebook changes the
rules to allow more disclosure of
the posted material. Four Senate
Democrats recently sent Zucker
berg a letter, urging him to make
specific changes in the company's
handling of user data. And two
Flouse members have been circu
lating a draft bill to regulate how
Facebook and other websites col
lect information about their users
and share it with advertisers.
By deciding voluntarily to let
users control more of their per.sonal information, and by giving
them simpler tools to do so. Facebook vented some of the pressure
building up in Washington, lhat's
a relief not just to Facebook users
but everyone on the Web. It's one
thing for the Federal Trade Ca^mmission to hold companies to the
promises they make to their iKsers;
it's another for lawmakers to try
to design privacy policies for sites
whose technical capabilities are
constantly advancing, along with
their users' demand for services
and attitudes about privacy. As
Zuckerberg has noted, Facebook
triggered outrage when it started
sending users' updates automati
cally to all of their friends. Now
that kind of "news feed" is a cen
tral feature of just about every
social network. NX'hat looks like a
threat today might prove to be an
asset tomorrow.
Ihcre may come a day when
Washington Jtas to craft new rules
to stop websites from preying on
defenseless users, but we're not
there yet.
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Help Wanted

For Rent

L. A. Area Summer Day
Camps Counselors,
lifeguards & much more.
www.daycampjobs.com

One block from Cal Poly
1 bedroom apartment,
utilities included, no pets,
walk to school. $850/month.
On site shared laundry and
off site parking. Email
hcorbett2070@yahoo.com
or call Holly at:
805-550-8637.

DAY CAMP SEEKS
SUMMER STAFF
San Fernando
Conejo Valleys
$3275 - $3500+
(888)784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com

Apartment for Rent
772 Boysen St. in SLO
Close to Cal Poly
Water, Trash & Internet Paid
$1125/mo + Deposit
805-704-2857

Announcem ent
Cal Poly Landscape Archi
tecture Senior Show
Fri 4 June 1-8pm downtown
SLO at 782 Higuera
Make Money Online
“How to Start Your Own
Internet Business in Less
Than a Week”
FREE presentation spon
sored by the Entrepreneurship Club. Learn how to
make money online.
Tues 5/18 at 7pm.
Bldg. 38 Rm. 133. For info:
lukejrichter@gmail.com

Mini Fridge for sale. Almost
new with freezer! please call:
(818)389-9962

CHECK OUT
THE PAPER
m ustan

Across
1 Appetite arouser
6 Show
appreciation, in
a way
10 Busyness

66 Teapot part
or
a two-word hint
to 16-, 25-, 4339 ”L'
e'est moi”
and 59-Across
40 Like a photon

46 Colony worker

16Attite for one

47 Polite reply that
may be
accompanied by
eye-rolling

18 First-rate standup comic

52 The Destroyer,
in Hinduism

19 Bird sounds
20 Neck and neck

55 Relative of
Bowser

21 Is tiresome

57 Concerning

22 How some
things are set

58 Trek

eg

24 When said three
times a dance
25 Cowardly boxer”?
31 Voice opposition
35 Food with lots of
fiber
36 North Carolina's

University

59 Holders of some
pipe )Oints?
61 Start the bidding
62 Middling
63 Nimbi
64 Carry-on
checkers Ahbr.
65 Bit of laughter

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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SCREEMPRIMTING
EMBROIDERY
GREEK LETTERS
OMOTtONAl ITEMS

15%
OFF
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805.547.1622
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W c'rt not just shirts!

YOGURT

Ready for the

c r e a t io n s

Big DayP
Don't forget shirts M
for the party!

sign
(Ö; vTvvvv.iif'vE-yogcii tC!<i.Ttion<-: -tor
AlWATS
ALWAYS THE BEST

HEY. ISN'T THAT
THE STACI m i
YOU DATED
LAST YEAR?

DATED? I ^
HUNG OUT
WITH HER LIKE
TWO T i n ^

Hats, polos, ind icts..

jcarroll.com

595>1000
email:

9raphics(djcarroll.(Offl

JOumoii

Screen Printing I Embroidery

COME ON. YOU
DATED HER FOR
ABOUT THREE
nONTHS, AND THEN
SHE BROKE
^ YOUR HEART

THAT'S
HEARSAY.
I BARELY
I^NEW HER

MARSHALL TENDS TO
BE A REVISIONIST
HISTORIAN

a i i .y . n e t

1

1 Early counters
2 Military drone's
)ob. for short
3 Spreads in bars
4 Like towelettes,
typically
5 Barley bristle
6 Lily-livered
7 Prospector's
strike

n

1.^
'6

j
ii

^1

o*

M
40
4.)

8 Word of
agreement
9 A pop
to Habanera" from
"Carmen" is one
11 “Let's Make a
Deal" choice

O1
30

J

1

12 Stops waffling
15 Flock leader

64

17 Caesar s "I
came
21 Taylor or Tyler

P iiu M by Andrea Carla M ichaelt and Peter L Stem

23 Norris Trophy
winner for eight
consecutive
year'.

S
N 24 Orie to h a n g
A
With
P 26 Milli 's neec'
T
N =,c> F listini;0
; ' ien
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rl

Down

14 "Gladiator”
setting

I
I

Edited by Will Shortz

37 Jefferson's
religious belief

43 Where to find a
genie"?

:
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Crossword

42 Herders tools

SMP WE WERE FIN A LU y

SU IdoIku

Jlork ^\mc$

13 Reporting to

15 Groucho s cigar,

(;d

"m o U G H T y o u

.

MORE FRESH FRUIT CHOICES

For Sale

I

always sometning new.

/

Los 6sos Female
Roommate Wanted, own
bathroom, no pets, $475
plus security
(805)503-8072

i^ f

noils vr

$595 Room for Rent Near
Cal Poly. Includes private
bathroom and patio
Contact: 805-218-2504

SALES REP POSITIONS
FT-PT. Must have own
Laptop & Vehicle.
Direct Sales & Internet
Experience Preferred.
Email Resume
w/Cover Letter
slosalesjobs@gmail.com

Sbi'

| K

38 That, in Toledo
41

the Hyena
of Li'l Abner"

42 Foot to a
zoologist
44 Popular
bathroom
cleaner
-'5 Firs! DOLie with
t:..' ifle iite
C-ir- nt"

1

r
48 Fixed
fashionably

54 Self-assembly
retail chain

49 Summer month
55 Ice sheet
in South America
56 She said "Play it,
50 Pianist Claudio
Sam"
51 Change, as an
59 "I know what
alarm
'
you're thinking"
52 It may precede a
skill
chaser
60 "If I RUiOO t: :■
T h (' I' ■ ■' ■!
World rap(x;r

EA SY
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Baseball struggled to find consistency in 2010 season
Patrick Leiva
1*AI RICKI l lV \.M l)(</'C ;MAIl,.t ;OM

llu. 2010 ("al Poly liaseball team cx[Ki iciKccl a roller coaster ride of highs
and lows throughout their 2010 sea
son.
Ihe bar was set high after last sea
son’s team produced the Hrst regional
hid in program history. Instead, the
Mustangs struggled out of the gates
going 10-27 in their first .^7 games of
the season, including a 4-21 stretch
after being 6-6. In the final month of
the year, the Mustangs were able fin
ish strong by winning 13 of their last
IS games to conclude their season
w'ith a record of 23-32.
Senior outfielder Luke Yoder said
the best word to describe the struggles
was 'frustration.'
“It was really frustrating hecau.se
we put so much hard work in the fall,
waking up and going to weights early
and working hard at practice, so 1def
initely think that would he the word
to sum it up best because we weren’t
reaping the rewards of all our effort
and hard work prior to the sea.son,’’
Yoder .said.
hooking hack on the sea.son, head
coach harry I.ee said the team fell
short in many different areas, hut es
pecially on the mound. He said inju
ries to starters Steven Fischhack and
Mason Radeke really hurt their pitch
ing depth.
“ Ihose are two high-end pitchers
that give you a chance to heat any
body,” hee said. “When you aren’t at
full strength pitching-wise, it’s really
difficult at this level to think that you
are going to he able to outsettre everyotie.”
Ic'e said the teatn had to piece to
gether their pitching staff by having
bullpen pitchers come in as starters.
Also, Fee said the offense struggled
out of the gates, which put even more
pressure on their pitchers.
“It was disa|)pointing the way we
started out because we thought we
had the ingredients to put togeth
er another good .season and it just
didn’t work out that way,” Fee said.
“I thought we should’ve been much
better offensively, and it was just an
instance of players not able to step up
right away and become leaders from
an offensive standpoint.”
Follow'ing the di.sapjsointments of
the early season, the Mustangs w’ere
able to rebound down the stretch.
Yoder, who led the Mustangs with 13
home runs this sea.son, said the team
turned things around when they host
ed Fong Beach .State for a weekend .sc
ries at the bc‘ginning of May. f fe said
the team wanted tt) go at least 10-9 in
«)rder to reach 20 wins for the year.
With that goal in mind, the Mus
tangs responded by going 13-3 in the
month of May. Yoder said the team
turned things around because they
never gave up oti the .sea.son.
“It’s perseverance by not letting
the way the season started out for us
put a damper on things,” Yoder said.
“'X'e just set that goal for ourselves
and came out to practice and contin
ued to work hard and get better each
day.”
,'\t the end of the .season, the Mus
tangs were on a tear offensively. l,ee
said offense is contagious and that
happeneef with his team at the encf of
the year. Ihe Mustangs hit .331 over
their last 19 games and .scored almost
10 runs per game. In contrast, they
were only hitting .277 and were .scor
ing only six runs per game over their
first 36 games.
Ihe offensive surge to end the year
was highlighted during the final game

of the sea.son. Ihe Mustangs exploded
lor a school record 32 hits, including
a record nine doubles, in a 23-8 rout
of visiting ('al .State Bakersfield.
Fee said the turnaround occurred
becau.se the Mustangs received solid
pitching, good defense and timely
hitting at the plate.
“We just pitched much better for
the most part and had a much better
plan of attack,” l ee said. “Over the
course of the year, they’ve learned and
gotten better and played competitive
games lately.”
Pitcher Matt Feonard, who was
arguably the team’s best pitcher over
the year despite his 2-7 record, said
the team’s play over the final month
of the sea.son will be a good building
block for next sea.son.
“It just show's what we are capable
of, and it gives us momentum going
into next year, “ Feonard said.
Despite the late-season surge, Yo
der said the sea.son was still difficult
becau.se they could have been better
throughout the entire year.
“ft is kind of heartbreaking seeing
that we’ve played .so well here lately
and really wish that we would’ve been
able to play this well throughout the
whole .season, but it’s tbe game of
ba.seball,” Yoder .said.
Dtoking ahead to next sea.son, lx*e
said many players were able to gain
valuable playing experience this sea
son, which will help for the future.
“We’ve gotten a lot of experience
for some players that due to injury
probably wouldn’t have gotten that
opportunity,” Fee said. “It will defi
nitely help us goitig into next year
knowing what to expect from .some
of our role players.”
Fee said the Mustangs are adding
a strong recruiting cla.ss and wants his
returning players to understand their
deficiencies so they can improve for
next season and create more internal
competition within the program.
“ Ihe incoming players need to
clo.se the gap from where they are tiow
to where they need to be at by the first
day of scIk h )1 s o they can come in and
compete for playing time,” Fee said.
“ Ihe one advantage that the players
in the program already have is that
they’ve been through the instruction
and the game experience for at least
one year.”
Also, he said it would be helpful
to have everyone return healthy from
injury this season.
“If (Steven) Fischback and (Ma
son) Radeke could recover to their past
levels, then that’s a great start because
quality pitching hides any weaknesses
or deficiencies that you might have,"
lA*e said. “Offense is usually up and
down during the course of the year,
and we are going to lose some prett)’
good offensive players, but we should
return enough offense to be competi
tive on that end.”
Being one of six .seniors who will
not be around next year, Yoder said
the seniors wanted to leave a stamp

RYAN SIDARTO .MUSTANG DAII.Y

Ihe Mustangs hit a new school Division-I record for hits in a game (32) in
their season-ending win against Cal State Bakersfield Sunday afternoon.

on the program t)f hard work and de
termination. He said the team next
year will be talented and capable of
contending for the Big West title and
another N(!AA regional berth.
“ Ihey definitely have the tools

and capabilities to be able to go and
succeed and have a good year next
year,” Yoder said. “It’s going to de
pend on how much work they put
in and not let tough times get down
on them and tr)' and succeed as

CAL
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Gocong
coutinuedfrotn page

/6

s,icks.
Al this point, ( locong didn’t have
his eyes set on playing professionallv
and even it he was, there were better
choices than Cal I’oly to help him
get to the NFF. A member of Divi
sion l-AA, now known as the F(.7S,
C]al I’oly was known more for its ac
ademics than its athletic programs.
But, Cocong also wanted to be an
engineer — a factor in his decision
to play for Idlerson.
“He was dead serious about his
education,” Fllerson said. “He had
come to Clal I’oly hecause of the en
gineering program and he was going
to take advantage of that. ”
f le ended up in engineering at
(^al I’oly, but, ,is a kid, he never re
ally knew what is childhood dream
was. Not even in college did (¡ocong have a solid outlook on how
he would use his degree.
“I really didn’t think about too
much of my (professional) career,”
C'locong said. “Iwen up to my soph
omore year in college, 1 figured I’d
be an engineer, I’d play football and
do whatever.”
It wasn’t until midway through
the offsea.son that he found otit he
had a shot at something most often
dream about.
— Editor's note: Eick up IhttrscLiys edition oj t!)e Mustang I\tily for
part two of this two-part series.
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From Poly to the pros — the Chris Gocong story
Part one of a two-part series on the former Buck Buchanan Award Winner
Brian De Los Santos
MUSTANC:nAII.YSPORrS^<;MAIl..C()M

Brains and brawn
Football schematics can often be
challenging.
When h)oking at play art, there
can be so many signs and short hand
that it looks more like hieroglyphics
rather than anything comprehendable. With numerous Xs, Os, squares
and circles, it seems coaches are often
in search of discovering a new form
of Pictionary as opposed to a standard
play call.
lake all that, add a blitz-crazy
playbook and a legendary defensive
mind, and the task may seem nearly
impossible for any individual to grasp
— especially for a player picking up a
position he had never played before.
Not for former C'al Poly defensive
end Chris Cocong.
“He has a special mind, dhere are
a lot of guys who have a special mind,
but don’t necessarily have the athletic
ability that Chris has,” former ('al
Poly linebacker Kyle Shotwell said.
“ Ihen pair his intelligent mind to his
incredibly athletic body and you get a
specimen. Ihat is what Chris is.”
Cocong can thank his engineering
degree and Cal Poly football experi
ence for that.
“In the scheme he played for on
the (Philadelphia) Eagles, they are no
torious for probably being the most
complex defense — schematically —
in the NFI„” Shotwell said. “ Ihe fact
that he was able to go on to the NFL
in arguably the most complex defense
and learn a completely new position;
to be able to do that takes an extreme
ly bright individual. Not many guys
can do that — C^hris is one of those
guys.”
Don’t let his mind deceive you.

Ihe Cal Poly football legend wasn’t
all smarts. For years, he haunted the
dreams of Creat West quarterbacks.
His intellect and knack for finding
the quarterback earned him a Buck
Buchanan award in 2005 — recog
nizing him as the best defensive player
in the country. After stepping off the
collegiate field for the final time, Cocong ranked second all-time at Cal
Poly with 42 career sacks, ninth alltime at Cal Poly with 42 single-season
tackles and 10th in Cal Poly history
with 212 career tackles.
But he hasn’t always been that
dominant.
Learning curves
It seemed as if no matter where
he was on the field, Gocong could
get to the quarterback. Troughout
the majority of his football career, he
possessed the ability to torment quar
terbacks anywhere on the defensive
line and sometimes at linebacker. Yet,
come national signing day, no colleg
es saw the potential in a high school
Gocong.
“No one really recruited me for
football. I had a few Ivy lx*ague
schools looking at me, but it wasn’t
anything too serious where they of
fered me a scholarship,” Ciocong said.
He started his ftM)tball career in
('arpinteria High SchtM)!. Despite
never playing football before high
school, GtKong was a three-year
letter-winner at quarterback and
linebacker. He made 180 tackles as a
junior, 150 as a senior, while scoring
11 touchdowns on defense and threw
for four more as a senior. It didn’t
stop there; he was also a stand-out in
track and field. Ihe two-sport athlete
set a school record in the discus and
nabbed two all-league honors in the
discus and shot put.

But not even
those stats landed
on (]al Poly head
coach Rich Ellerson’s radar. Enter
ing his first season at
(]al Poly, Ellerson was
looking for an answer to
turning around a team
that had recorded
three
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I
scream that
at
you,”
Fdlerson said. 1
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Despite

con
secu tiv e
3-8 seasons.
At first, Go
cong wasn’t a part
of the solution.
“Our track coaches
were the ones that made us aware
of him,” Ellerson said. “ Ihey came to
us and said, ‘Fley, we need to split this
guy because we want him to come
throw.’ Ironically, he never did throw
at C'al Poly.”
FJlerson glanced at Gocong’s play
ing tape, but wasn’t completely sold.
He said one thing was for certain; the
fact that he excelled on both sides of
the football field showed him some
thing.
“His actual playing ta[X‘ from foot
ball was not remarkable. It certainly
showed he was athletic and it showed
that he had that position flexibility
and it showed that his coaches in high
schtMil obviously had a high regard
for his athleticism, but the tape itself

the
doubts,
Ellerson gave
(jocong
his
chance at the
collegiate level
of football — as a
Mustang.

..

The three-point stance
Ciocong already proved himself at
arguably two of the hardest positions
on the football field in high school.
In high school, he would tear defcn.ses
up with his touchdown passes, then
light up ball carriers at linebacker.
C'ollege, however, presented a new
task.
“I thought he had the explosive
ness and the potential to find a place,
I didn’t know where that place would
be,” Frierson said. “1 really didn’t
know what position he would end up
playing; I just knew he wxs a versatile
guy, he had been a versatile athlete.
We would see when we got him.”
Flis explosiveness warranted him a
spot on the defensive line — defen

sive end more specifically — but on
paper, he didn’t make much of a name
for himself his first two years. Fie
played his freshman season and
recorded just six tackles, and
the following season, he was
redshirted and didn’t play.
In his redshirt sopho
more season, due
to injuries, he was
asked to move from
an outside pass
rusher to an interior
defensive lineman.
It didn’t give him
a chance to be an
explosive and disruptive
pass rusher, but it pre
sented a new
challenge.
t*
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wasn’t the stature you
would ltK)k for, but he was clearly the
best guy we could put inside physi
cally,” Ellerson said. “He had the ex
plosiveness to play and the strength to
play in there. That gave us a chance to
have a successful season.”
Gocong helped his team to a 7-4
sea.son. Even though he was playing
a new position, he still saw improve
ment from his freshman season. He
finished with .37 tackles and just one
sack. In 2004, GtKong returned to
what Ellerson would later call his
“natural postition,” defensive end,
where he nearly doubled his total
tackles (71) and finished with 17,5
see Gocong, page 15
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Former Cal Poly defensive end Chris Gocong ranks second all time at Cal Poly with 42 career sacks, ninth with 42 single-season tackles and 10th with 212 career tackles. Now a member o f the
Cleveland Browns, Gocong has tallied 129 tackles four sacks and two forced fumbles in four years at the professional level. He was a third round draft pick o f the Philadelphia F.agles in 2006.

